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Lasers, .computers interface
•

UCF graduate develops computer-assisted laser suture
Dew says that the technique could eventually
replace conventional suturing in emergency and
MANAGING EDfTOR
operating rooms.
"Putting a suture into a wound is like putting a
Doctors have been trying to replace scapels· splinter in your finger," he said.~e use the heat
with lasers for some time, and now, thanks to of a laser to fuse the protein in the tissue. As the
research by a UCF graduate, computers are wound begins to heal, the coagulated (clotted) tissue is absorbed by the body and the
making it possible.
new
proteins are laid down at the
Dr. Douglas K Dew, . a resident
repair site."
surgeon at Orlando Regional Medical
He added, "A cell is a sack-like
Center, has invented a technique in
structure
filled with water, prowhich a personal computer guides a
teins,
carbohydrates
and fats.
laser for suturing in the operating
Upon
heating,
the.cell
membrane
is
room.
disrupted and the cellular compoThe system's first use was by Dew
nents spill out, forming. a watery
and Orlando urologist, Dr. Dilip R.
protein solution that coagulates
Patel to perform a vasectomy reversal.
upon heating. A vis.ual example is
The Dew Laser System is a patboiling or frying an egg. The egg's
ented technique of incision closure
proteins (egg white) stick together;
which eliminates manual suturing to
Dr.
Douglas
K.
Dew
thus, you can pick up a boiled or
close a surgical wound. This redu~es
fried egg due to this heating/bondt.hP. chance of infection and scarring
ing effect."
while speeding the healing process.
Dew has experimented with lasers since he
While lasers have been useafor stitches before,
Dew's system goes a step further. It involves the came to UCF at the age of16. He gra~uated at 19
use of a personal computer into which doctors can with a bachelor's degree in chemistry.
When he applied to medical school at the Unienter information about the patient's tissue type
and tissue density. This reduces the risk of burn- versity of Miami, he was turned down because he
ing by setting the laser power and the length of was too young. He instead entered the biology program. He graduated cum laud and was finally
time needed to fuse the tissue.
The DLS has been approved by the Food and accepted into the UM school of medicine.
After two years, he became program director of
Drug Administration for research and will be used
initially in ten cases of vasectomy reversal. Dew the Laser Surgery Research Program at UM's
said he plans to file for FDA approval on several Microsurgery Training and Research Laboratory.
other types of tissue welding on skin closure,
SEE LASER PAGE 5
arterial repait and tendon repair.
by Leslie Jorgensen

L~slle

SOURCE: Orlando Reglonal Medlcal Center

Registration Schedule Summer "B" Term

Add/Drop .

Regular Registration - Held in Ad 148
Friday, June 24
Friday, June 24
Friday, June 24
Friday, June 24
Friday, June 24
Friday, June 24

Returning Undergraduates & Graduates
Readmitting Undergraduates & Graduates
New Undergraduates & Graduates ·
Returning, Readmitting, and New Post-Bacc.
Faculty, Staff, State Employees& Senior Citizens
Open to all Students & Non-Degree Students

Late Late Registration

Tuesday, June 28

0900-1000
1000-1030
1030-1600
1600-1700
1700·1800
1700-1800

0900-1200, 1300-1500 ~·

Jorgensen/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Tuesday, June 28
0900-1200(6,5,4,3)*
1300-1500 all

Fee Dead Ii ne
Tuesday, June 28

*6=Grads;5=Post-Baccs; 4=Seniors; 3=Juniors

Rob Arkavlch/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

PUMPING IRON
A UCF student makes use of new barbels purchased by Student Government.

Flu symptoms blamed
on carpet cleaning
By Tommy Thompson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Was it an epidemic or merely a coincidence when
several UCF students and faculty members began to
feel ill June 6?
A number of people in the Humanities and Fine
Arts building began feeling flu-like symptoms after
the carpets were cleaned that morning.
Maggie LeClair, a secretary in the communications department located on the fifth floor, was the
first to attribute the symptoms to the chemicals in the
cleaning fluid.
She experienced a scratchy throat and irritated
nasal passages combined with sneezing and conges~a
.
Upon examination, her doctor determined that the
. irritation resulted from an allergic reaction to something she had inhaled.
LeClair recalled the distress she had experienced
as a result ofthe offensive odor ofthe cleaning solvent
and it was agreed that this was the inherent cause of
the trouble.
LeClair's condition ultimately led to bronchitis.
Others experienced similar problems. A number of
students and faculty members in the music department, also located in the HFA building, began to
· ·notice identical symptoms to those related by Le.. Clair.
It is also said that a number of individuals in the
department of education felt sick as a result of an
industrial strength deodorant used to disinfect the
bathrooms in the building.
SEE CARPET PAGE 5
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2 Seats
Engineering:
4 Sea ts
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4 Justi~es and 2 Alternate Justices
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UCF feeds on tranfers

Breakdown of Fall 1987 UCF Undergraduate Transfer~

Students come from comml:Jnity colleges
student body.
· An additional 20 percent of
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
the upper division transfers
came from Daytona Beach
Recently released statistics and Seminole Community
from the Office of Institu- Colleges.
·
tional Research and Planning
According to Coleman, the
show that59percentoftheun- ratio of community college
dergraduate students enrolled transfers to native students in I .
last fall at UCF were Florida the upper division is nearly 7
public community college to 1.
transfer students.
The number of native UCF
According to Daniel R. · students enrolled at the upper
Coleman, director of Institu- . dhrision level during fall 1987
tional Resear~h, this was more was 967 students (10 percent).
than two-and-a-halftimes the
In contrast, 6,632 Florida
number of native (non-trans- public community college
fer) UCF students enrolled transfer students were in atduring the same period.
tendance.
This data ahowed that only
According to Coleman, the
23 percent of the undergradu- State Articulation Studies
ate students were native UCF have always shown that community college transfer stustudents.
The largest number of dents are successful in comcommunity college. transfer pleting their upper division
students were from Valencia work at Florida state universities.
Communi ty College.
This represented 30 perThis data indicates that the
cent of the community college welfare of UCF's upper divitransfers and 22 percent of the sion programs is directly detotal undergraduate student pendent upon community colbody.
lege transfer students.
The second- largest group of Therefore, Coleman suggests
students transferred from that any progress the univerBrevard Community Col- sity would make to enhance
the articulation process will
legein Cocoa.
These students comprise 21 benefit both the UCF upper
percent of the community col- division programs and the
lege transfers and 12 percent community college transfer
of the total undergraduate student.

by Doris Pfister

•

•

l

•SEMINAR
A workshop entitled "Rethinking the Middle East" will
be held July 23 - 24 at Rollins
College, Busch Center , from 9
a.m.-6 p.m. both days.
Participants will hold an
open discussion about the basic assumptions which have
shaped their points of view,
opinions, prejudices and politics about the Middle East.
Cost is $50 per person and
$25 for students.
For more information and
registration, write Hedy and
Yumi Schleifer, 261 W. Lake
Faith, Maitland, FL 32751, or
call 629-0479 (evenings).
•ROAD RALLY
The AD2 Club, an organization for young professionals,
will be holding it's annual
Road Rally on June 25 at
WCPX Channel 6 . on John
Young Parkway, at 9 a.m.
Cost is $5 and includes a
barbecue after the rally. For
more information
contact
Laurie Arneke at 645-5825.

from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Wet cuts are $10 for adults
and $5 for children under 10.
The fund-raiser will be held
at the Conway Centre, 2518
South Semoran Blvd.. For
more information call 2770008.
• COMPUTER SHOW
Inacomp Computer Centers
is sponsoring it's fourth annual New Product Showcase
June 30 at the Peabody
Orlando Hotel.
Five different seminars,
presented .by Hewlett Packard, IBM, Apple, Compaq and
Intel, will begin at 9 a.m. and
conclude at 5 p.m. Other vendors, including Aldus, Irwin,
Microsoft, and Ashton-Tate
will present on-going demonstrations.
The showcase is open to the
public and free of charge, but
reservations are necessary
due to limited space. For more
information and reservations,
call 831-8668.

• COLLEGE REPUBLICANS
The UCF College Republi•GOVERNMENT WORKSHOP
The UCF Institute of GoV: cans will be meeting June 30 at
ernment is offering a 13- part 5 ·· p.m. in Phillips Hall room
series of workshops about the 110.
Guest speaker will be Joworkings of local government
and officials beginning in Au- seph Connolly , who will discuss his experience is Vietnam
gust.
The series will examine a and modern-day misconceprange of topics from levels of tions about the war.
service code enforcement to
employee incentive programs. • GOLF TOURNAMENT
The National Society to
For more information call
the College of Extended Stud- Prevent Blindness is holding
its first annual Golf Tournaies at 275-2123.
ment and Luncheon July 15 at
Rosemont Country Club be•CHEAP CUTS
Hair Professionals is spon- ginning at 9 a.m.
Several individual and
soring "Cuts from the Heart,"
a fundraiser for the American team prizes will be aw.a11led,
Heart Association, June 26 and any golfer makin~ ~..ho!e-

•

Percentage of the 7,564 Florida Community College transfers in fall of 1987
by institution.
Daytona Beach C.C.
Seminole

c.c.

The below chart . shows
the percentage of the
12,812 undergraduate
students who enrolled in
the fall of 1987 by student
type.

State
University System Transfers
'JRCE: Office of lnstlMlonal Research and Planning

in-one on the par -3, 15th hole
will pe given $10,000 by Savings of America.
Tickets for participating in
the tournament are $75, and
may be obtained by calling
425-7002.

Transfers
Scott/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

will be held Tuesday and and Larry and Janis McGurk.
Thursday evenings from 6-9 For more information , and
p.m. Fee is $350, including registration call Linda Beautextbooks and required mate- regard at 671-6322.
rials.
For more information on •FINE ARTS
registration and curriculum,
The Seminole COmmunity
contact the College of Ex- College Fine Arts The11tre pre•RECRUITING MINORITIES
tended Studies at 27£;>-2123.
~enrs Christopher Durang's
The Management AssisThe Marriage of Bette and Boo
tance Program of the Volun- • ART EXHIBIT
Wednesday.through Saturday
teer Center of Central Florida,
Norman Rockwell: The evenings, June 22-25 at
is sponsoring a "Recruiting Great American Storyteller 8:00p.m. and Sunday afterMinorities" seminar June 8-9 exhibition will open June 26 at noon, June 26 at 2:00 p.m.
at 11 a.m., at the Sorosis the Orlando Museum of Art
The S.C.C. Fine Arts Thehouse, 501 E. Livingston Ave, and continue through August atre Cox Office opens Monday,
Orlando.
19.
June 13. Hours are 11:00 a.m.
Cost is $5 per person. For
The exhibition will display to 4:00 p.m. Monday through
more information, contact one of the largest public collec- Friday. For reservations call
MAP at 896-0945.
tions of Rockwell's work in- 323-1450 or 843-7001
cluding paintings, oil studies, extension 399. General Admis•ADDICTION SEMINAR
charcoal drawings and pencil sion is $5.00, Senior Citizens
Laurel Oaks Hospital, a sketches representing more and Students $4.00.
psychiatric facility for children than 60 years of his career.
and adolescents, is sponsoring
· Gallery hours are 10 a. m. to •CONTEST
a .seminar entitled "Conquer- 5 p.m. Tuesday-Friday and
Universal Studios Florida
ing an Addiction; Exploring noon - 5 p.m. on weekends. and Mercaso Mediterranean
New Frontiers" on July 21, For more information, .call Shopping Village will host a
from 8:30 a.m. to 3 p.m., at the· 896-4231.
Marilyn Monroe and W.C.
Hyatt Grand Cypress Hotel.
Fields lookalike contest on
The seminar will address •GOLFERS
Saturday, July 9 at Mercado.
up-to-date · information and ·
The American Cancer Soci· The event, sponsored by
trends about chemical depend- ety is selling golf cards that WCAT-Y106radio, will beheld
ency and its effects on youth.
can be used at seventeen dif- from 7-9 p.m. in Mercado's
The keynote speaker will be ferent golf courses for free Courtyard, located off Sand
Scott Carpenter, one of the green fees.
Lake Road on the south end of
original Mercury Seven astroCost is a $15 donation. For International Drive in
nauts and a recovering alco- more information, contact The Orlando. There is no entryfee
holic.
American Cancer Society at required and those wishing to
participate must be 18 years of
For more information, con- 843-8680.
age or older, and present for
tact Jeanne Rodriquez at 3527000.
the event on July 9th by 6:30
•COUPLES RETREAT
A married couples retreat p.m.
Those interested in particiwith the theme "Please Appre• ACCOUNTING
A course to prepare ac- ciate Me!" will be held July 23- pating in the contest should
counting personnel and man- 24 at the San Pedro Spiritual contaqct Tammy Tatum at
agers for the October Certified Development Center, a non- Mercado at (407) 345-9337 beHotel Accounts Executive ex- profit retreat/conference facil- tween the hours of 8:30 a.m.
amination will begin June 30 ity owned by the Catholic Dio- and 5:30 p.m. Monday through
at UCF's South Orlando Cam~ cese of Orlando.
Friday. The deadline for enter.. The . retreat will be con- iilg is Friday, July 9th at 5:30
pus.
The seven- week course ducted by Rev. Tim Arsenault, - p.m .

4, 1he Cen1ral Florida Future, June 22, 1988
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UCF stlJdents place seventh in Midwest Mini-Baha

•

Six mechqnical failures leave ~hapter of Society of Automotive Engineers with tough loss
by Benjamin B. Markeson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Overcoming
mechanical
problems, UCF's student
chapter of the f 1ciety of Automotive Engineers placed seventh at the 1988 Midwest
Mini-Baja Competition held
June 3-5 in Milwaukee.
"I was surprised we did that
well considering how many
things broke," said SAE president Donald Minderman, one
of the team members representing UCF at the competition.
reason we ·[placed]
seventh was because we didn't
test the vehicle over a long
enough period of time," Minderman added, "we tested it
for a week and a half."
The Mini-Bajas, intended
for use on off-road terrain,
were designed and built by the
teams taking part in the event.
All vehicles .. were reqllired to
use an un-modified eight
horsepower engine, built ·by
Briggs & Stratton, one of the
sponsors of the event .
UCF's
vehicle includes
four-wheel anti-lock disc
brakes, four-wheel independent suspension ·a nd is capable
of reaching a speed of 32 miles
per hour.
Entrants were judged in the
areas of safety and design,
acceleration, top speed, braking, chain pull, design ride

"The

Photo Courtesy of SAE

UCF's Society of Automotive Engineers entered Midwest Mini-Baja competition in Milwaukee. The team took seventh place despite mechanical difficulties.

evaluation, maneuverability
hill climbing and how well
they performed in a two- hour
endurance race.held on a hard
clay motorcycle course.
The purpose of the competition is "to.get students familiar
with engineering principles
taught in class and apply

them to real world problems,"
said Minderµian.
The mechanical problems
which plagued UCFs team
included four transmission
failures, a broken steering column and a broken frame. The
frame broke after the second
day's competition.

With the help ofother teams
in the event, UCF's vehicle
was repaired in time for the
third day of competition.
"Even though we were competing [against each other], it
didn't stop the friendship and
help," said team member Patty
Therrien. "There was a good

sense of camaraderie. It was a
great experience to learn
about designing and building a
vehicle.
" Another problem for the
_UCF team was the safety inspection on the first day. "They
[the judges] insisted on a lot of
extra safety items that passed
the year before," said Minderman.
The judges deducted points
for several items including an
unsafe belt-guard and wiring,
and required the team to fix
the items before they could
take part in the competition.
This was the third year
that UCF entered the event,
J;iaving placed first in 1986 and
being forced to drop out of the
competition last year due to
mechanical problems.
"The fact we did so well,
even with our problems, brings
a lot of recognition to this
school," said Therrien.
UCF's team spent $5,100
building the vehicle last year,
' and another $3,100 modifying
it for this year's competition.
The team members received help with travel expenses from Student Government and the Mechanical Engineering Department, as well
·as the North Florida (professional) chapter of the SAE.
The other SAE members
attending the event were former club President Mark Stevens, David Kimball and Greg
Melton.
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''INCHES
OFF''

'6

EUROPEAN BODY WRAP AND
PASSIVE -E~RCISE EQUIPMENT

tlh 'll l!.Cl'll flfl 1111111111,..
,·, ,.,-,,

. ·. ,, . ~

9l

10 11
BARCLAY SQUARE

131 B. EAST STATE ROAD 434 • (At State Road 427)
CA.LL
:N"C>W
For
In.formation.
Or Appointments

260-2242
Ill

;.,

~

¥

INCHES Off

ciJ
S.R. 434

BARCLAY
SQUARE

LOSE INCHES • 'GUARANTEE THERE
*LOSE 5 OR MORE INCHES OR
WILL BE NO CHARGE
GUARANTEED!*
FOR YOUR FIRST WRAP.
•Permanent Loss Process - Not
Simply The Loss Of Body Fluids
• No Strict Diets
•No Strenuous Exercise
• No Contracts Necessary
• Relieves Tension & Stress
• Combines CLEAN Aloe Wrap
(NO MUD!!) With Passive Exercise.

.
•

.

•
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LASER

on the subject.
A second-year resident in
orthopedic surgery, Dew is
currently the chairman of Experimental
Microsurgery at
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ! There he developed his idea of
computer use in welding tis- ORMC as )Vell as a Diplomate
of the National Board of Medisue.
Dew went.toORMCin1985 cal Examiners. He instructs
and soon became director ofthe surgeons who desire hands-on
Laser Research and Demon- experience with the use of la&55iii33& Hai.rsty ling~ Inc, i!l!!il!!!l!!!i~
stration Center. He has trav- ser application.
"Dr. Dew's res~arch at
Nexxus & Redken Products
eled worldwide to give lectures
FROM PAGE 1

Mister B#s

•

ORMC has greatly enhanced
the prac?cal value oflaser application, particularly in the
area of microsurgery," said Dr.
Richard B. Hornick, ORMC
vice president of medical education. "As a teaching hospital, dedicated to strengthening
our research endeavors, we
certainly commend his pioneering effort in the use of laser application."

15% Off with this coupon

expires 7-15-88
277-8015 • 11648 E. Hwy. 50 Orlando, FL 32817-

CARPET

mental Health and Safety."
The Department of BuildBryant
stated
that
each
ing
Services operates between
FROM PAGE 1
product falls under govern- 6 a.m. and 2:30 p.m. Monday
mental standards and is ac- through Friday.
All of the building mainte· On the situation, LeClair companied by a safety data
· stated, "The bottom line is that sheetthat gives details of pos- nance is supposea to be completed during these hours of
the cleaning of the carpets and sible side-effects.
Bryant added, "If we are operation.
spraying for bugs should be
According to Building Servdone during the breaks when using products that are hazboth students and faculty are ardous to individuals, then let · ices, this makes it virtually
gone."When asked about the us know and we will look into impossible to clean the carpets
situation, Patricia Bryant, it.However, she said if the ma- when the students and faculty
·
superintendant of Building jority of the students and fac- are absent.
Concerning the suggestion
Services knew nothing of the ulty were not affected by the
particular product, there was that all. chemical-related
particular incident.
She said , "If there is a prob- not much to be done about the maintenance be done during
lem with the products, the in- situation since there is always the breaks, Bryant comdividuals should get in touch going to be at least one individ- mented that t}tjs would not be
with either Building Services ual with an adverse reaction to feasible since it is a never-ending project.
or the Department ofEnviron- it.

•

STUDENT
LEGAL SERVICES
Student Legal Services provides
students with an assistance in selected areas oflaw such as landlord/
tenant, consumer, non-criminal
traffic and uncontested dissolutions. You can receive attorney
consultation and representation
free of charge to qualified students. Call 275-2538 or stop by SC
210 for more information or an
appointment.

•

Problems With?
• Landlords?
• Insurance?
•Contracts?
•Police?

Need?
•A Will?
•Name Change?
• Uncontested
Dissolution?

Buckle .UP'

Florida, It's The Law!

NEED INFORMATION? •••

..

tAffairs
is happy to

~nnounce

newest department:

t ;··, .

T H E OFF ICE .OF
s.Tu
. ·N .
--~ r DENTi
u ~ -- . . r N· F~ORM
- --1 ' f __ fA
- ·' -..Ti
.ro
1

..

.. dfi

3.

The main lobby of the Education Building.
The second floor Administration Building
Information Booth.
,.
The Student Affairs Suite.

• 9:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M. Monday - Thursday
• 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. ;fridays"'

FOR . MORE INFORMATION CALL 275-2821

SG line-item budget
itemizes spending,
helps track expenses
UC~ Student GoverQment, with budgets of more
than $1 million the last several years clearly has a
responsibility to keep a close watch 'on how those
funds are spent.
This year, in keeping with its fiscal responsibilities to the student body, the Student Senate is going
to adopt a line-item budget. This type of budget is a
simple idea, already used by many governmental
bodies, including the Florida Legislature and the
student governments ofthe University ofFlorida and
Florida State University.
In UCF's case, ~e adoption of a $1.4 7 million ·
line-item budget would simply mean that allocations
for items such as salaries, operations student center
Pl'O~~~ng ~d capital o"1;tlay, are broken down by
th~ mdividual items for which they will be spent.
For instance, under "SG Salaries," individual student assistant positions and the number of hours for
e.ach position multiplied by the hourly wage rate are
hsted. Under "Recreational Services Operations,"
the amounts for in.d ividual items such as office supplies and postage are listed as well.
There are several advantages to having a line-item
·
budget.
For one. it £rives students and student 1?0vemment a clear and precise idea of how budget allocations will be spent.
In tum, the light shed on expenditures may provide the impetus needed for SG to eliminate
was~ful and frivolous expenditures in order to increase those that truly benefit students.
A line-item budget may also help prevent problems that occurre<l last year in which SGaccountants
found it hard to keep track of how funds were spent.
In that particular case, a few accounts spent more
than they had been allocated , or spent all their
funds long before the end of the fiscal year.
The adoption of a line-item budget will also signal
a greate.r openness on the part of SG, which hopefully will lead to greater faith in SG by students.
This is important because it will make SG more
effective in solving some of the problems students
faceatUCF.
· ·
Clearly, the line-item budget is an idea whos~ time.
has come, particularly when an increase in the Activity and Service Fee - set to begin in the fall term means more of stu,dents' hard-earned money will be
going to SG.
. SG i.s often disdained by students for its alleged
ineffectiveness and irresponsibility.
However, it is clear that using the line-item
budget shows that SG is acting in the st interests·of
the students it serves.
Hopefully, the student body president, who must
sign all SG legislation, and the administrators who
have the final say on all SG legislation feel the same
way.
The sense of maturity and responsibi.l ity that
Student Govemm~nt is displaying in this year's
budgetary process bodes well for the improvement of
campus life at UCF.
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• JOHNNY LOVES JAU.
Editor:
The following nonsense is what
I read the last two times I picked
up a copy of The Central Florida
Future : " ... Jazz can be found in
abundance nowhere else in Central Florida than on WUCF.
Without UCF's jazz, we would be
essentially without this form of
music on the radio in Central Florida. Why is it so important for you
to take away from our only decent
jazz stationT'
Credit for the uninformed
rhetoric goes to Mr. Ross
McCluney of Florida Solar Energy
Center. Peter Carroll, WUCF's
radio manager, further destroys
his own credibility by stating that
WUCF is "... providing jazz when
no other Orlando outlet is playing
any at all."
Gentlemen, these statements
are supremely assinine! You have
razed your own credibility by
making such painfully stupid
remark~. It is widely known that
WLOQ in Winter Park plays jazz
almQst_exclusively. While I wholeheartedly agree that WUCF
should continue to broadcast this
fine Ametjcan art (yes, it did begin
in the United States), please don't
destroy your own case and project
other jazz lovers in a bad light by
making statements that are so
?bviously erroneous. Incidentally,
if you find yourself incapable of
tuning in WLOQ, it's located at
103.1 FM.
Ron McCulloch

Managing Editor

Copy Editor
News Ecltor
Sports Editor
Confetti Editor
Art Director
Photo Editor

Production MCl'lager

Business Manager
Ad Production Manager
C.lasslfied Manager

Leslie Jorgensen
Todd Lutz
Doris Pfister
Paul Owers
Logan Belle
R. Scott Homer
Angle Hyde

~ A,,~;.':Ti!!r«if~

Chemistry

•WE ARE THE WORLD

Editor:
I have read with- continuing
interest your so called campus
revolt for a change in musical format
for 89.9 WUCF radio. As a
Cindy Cowen
Jim Donato professional free-lance and techTammy Thompson nical writer, I thoroughly enjoy
WUCF radio under its present
format. AB an off-eampusimember
·or the community, I consider the
~lassical interlud~ and night jazz

sessions to be among the very best
programs offered by any campus
radio station. And I intend to continue to "tune in."
I am NOT, according to your
former editor ' helpless, mindless, slobbering, inconspicuous 60
year - old WUCF listener who has
nothing better to do than pull .
weeds in my garden. And I ain't no
invisible "tuned-out" 20 -year - old
who is conspicuously absent from
many Seminole-Orange county
real-life c·o mmunity affairs.
I ask the dissidents, "What have
you ever done for someone .in your
home town community? Have you
ever taken the time to talk, or even
say hello to that fellow student on
campus who is confined to a wheel
chair? You would be amazed to
find that they aren't "brainless"
either. Or, have you ever thought
of helping an abused and institutionalized kid who would like nothing better than to talk and walk
with you, to trust you, and hold
your warm friendly hand? ·
For example: not very far north
from your campus, there is a Boy's
Town located on Alafaya Trail,
They could really use your help.
Abused girls are also housed there.
Or, don't they qualify as part of
the UCF community? After all ,
what can they offer you?
Come on people, we are nearly
into the 21 st century and you are
still wearing soiled diapers! College is more than a four- year beer
.
'
sex, pizza and Rock-and-Roll
party. So "QWITCHERBELLIACHIN" and see what the rest of
your wonderful, diverse, and
American social i¢ra-structure is
all about, and stop trying to be a 2.0
GPA super-pseudo-intellect.

a

Ronal.d V. Regan
Casselberry, Florida

Kasha Kitts

• WUCF EXPOSURE NEEDED
Editor:
These are some questions regarding station manager Peter
Carroll's letter to The Centralletter toThe Central
. .....Florida Fu-

.

ture letter to the Future in the
June 8 issue.
Mr. Carroll's letter said that
the purpose of WUCF is to disseminate "the best of what WUCF
can offer to the community as a
whole," as well as the students.
The station is supposed to educate the community with a wide
·diversity of music that is not
played on commercial stations.
Well, with the exception of the ,
weekend format, tnore than 50
percent of the weekday time is
devoted to classical music. Of
this, ·only one show, "Adventures
•
in G1>od Music," actually tries to
educate the listener on the life of a
particular composer, the various
styles used and other aspects that
make classical so enjoyable.
Concerts and radio plays, inter•
views of musicians, and even a
student-oriented talk show could
be added to increase the diversity
of programs.
Why aren't there separate programs for heavy metal, funk,
hard-core, and avant-garde music? The weekdays need to be -1'
more diversified or WUCF will
never be considered anything
more than another FM 90 PLUS.
•
Why doesn't WUCF promote
itself to Central Florida? There
are many good programs being
played on the weekend that could
have a larger listenership if
people knew that the station ex.;
ists.
,
Why didn't WUCF co-sponsor
the Orlando Jazz Fest with
WLOQ when the event was on our
own campus and could have given ~
the station some excellent exposure?
Why don't 'we sponsor concerts
like the Midnight Oil concert last
week? WDIZ was booed off the
stage there because it doesn't play
much altemativ~ music, if at all.
That concert should have been
officially sponsored by NiteRock.
A key element of education is ,
diversity. If WUCF is going -to
expand to 100,000 watts, had better add more programs and promote its existence or not bother
playing beyond the campus.
Samuel M. C .oniglio N
'English

~

-~

•

CAMPUS LITE

by Scott
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HOW MUCH DO YOU KNOW ABOUT

PRESENTED BY THE
UCF STUDENT HEALTH
& WELLNESS CENTER

281-5841
Please read the following statements and circle the Tis you think the statement is true, or mostly true,
and circle the F if you think the statement is false or mostly false.
.
··
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

I get annoyed when I have to wait.
I tend to worry about how things will tum out.
I think my appearance is OK.
Getting to the top is always wortfi the effort.
When l have problems, I work them out right away.
This stage of life is rewarding.
· ·
·
There seems to be a lot of tension around me on the job.
Today is more important than either yesterday or tomorrow.
I have more than two alcoholic drinks per day.
There is a lot of stress in my work.
·
Things seem to be over my head:
I have had a lot of tragedy and disappointment over the last year.
I wish that I were younger than I am.
Each day I take a walk or spend some time out of doors for fun.·
I have a trusted person with whom I can discuss my problems.
My present job is a great source of satisfaction for me.
When I feel stressed, I can still breathe normally.
I have the authority to carry out my responsibilities.
Things I am trying to do get disrupted or sidetracked.
I fit in well with people around me.

T
T
T

.r

T

·T

. T
T
T
T
T
T
T

T
T
T
T
T
T
T

F
F
F
F

F.

F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

SCORING:
Give yourseH 1 point if you circled T for the following items: 1, 2, 4, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 19.
Give yourself 1 point if you .circled F for the following items: 3, 5, 6, 8, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20.

INTERPRETATION:

.

O • 6 Low Stress

7 • 13 Moderate Stress

A.A. - (closed) N..A,.-Tuesday at S.O.S. -

14 • 20 High Stress

(~top ~.W.A.T. - ThurWednesdays at noon in the Our Smokmg) says at 2 P.M. in
Come ·. Thur$~s .at 1 the H.R.C. _Benoon in the H.R.C.
HR C
Come
'th 1
P.M. . m the
· · with
· . us!
lunch
lunch
. wt us.
. H.R.C·.. - Get · the come a Buddy!
· · · support you need!
I 1.1- ~·

By Karen Wedner

S.T.. A.R.S.S
Weight Loss.
Tuesday.s at 9
A.M.- m the
H.R.C. Make a
nutrition buddy!

.. ······················-- ·--··
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Acne is a ikin condition caused by an increased

~~~~~

~~~~m activity of the oil producing glands of the skin. The ;~~~

!!H~! condition usually begins in puberty. The"pirnples" ii~:
l~ljI~ l associated with acne are caused by dead skin cells i~~
~j~j~j~jj plugging the sebaceous glands of the face and some- ~~~:
~ !@ times the back and neck. the "pimples" may prog- ;im
:~U ress to "whiteheads".or "blackheads," terms refer- ·:~
M~ ring to their appearance.
~
~~l~
Acne may be worsened by the use <?f greasy ~·
~fo'. cleansing creams, cosmetics, stress or hot, hwnid ~.~
~m: environment
•
i~~I
Mililacne may be improved by washing the area
$~ .two or three times a day with a mild soap, avoiding
jf oily facial preparations, and reducing ~ when
=~·=> po8Sible. If these m~ are not effective, applying a mild antibacterial preparation twiceadayor~
use of the ove.r-the-counter preparation, Benzoyl
Peroxide may tielp. If none of these measW"CS result
in irnprovemen~ a physician should be consulted.
Remember. the Student Health Seivice is open .
from 7 A.M. - 1i P.M. Monday through Friday and
8:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M. on Saturday should you wish
to consult' a physician.

Female nonsmoking student seeks same

to share 2 bed/2 l /2 bath townhouse 5 ml
from UCF. $300 mo + 1/2 utilities and
phone sec. dep. required. Lisa 273"5996.
Role Playing Club
We meet fN9rY Friday night In Phillips Holl
Rm. l 04. Come join the fun! Fantasy ;Science Fiction, and Bizarre. We welcome all
newcomers.

Alcoholics Anonymous
Meets f!Nery Wed. 12:00
NA. meets ThUJS. at 12:00
call 281-5841
UCF C~pter of American Society of CMI
Engineers meals every Wed. at noon In
CEBA 334. AB CMI and Environmental Eng.
Majors welcome.

Non-Smkr. M/F roorrmate needed to
share 2bd?2bth. Sun Key Apts. Goldenrod
& University. Rent $275. CalVldd 671-7166
or657-0647.
WANTED: Resp. GWM 2(}29 student or
professional .to share 2bed/2bath
townhouse In SN Orlando w/GWM 22
student wh<:> enjoys to party but needs
rellable. marure roommate. $290/month,
utll. Inc.. plus 1/2 cOOle & phone. S75dep.
Reply to digital pager (407)828-5286. 24
hours. If no response w/130 min. please try
again.

l•tW1tti, !!!~~!
Roommate wanted: Mature female to
share house l 5ml. from campus S~.00
per mo.. l /2 uflllties. Need own bedroom ·
furniture. Contact Jeanne at 237-4463
between 8:30-4:00.
Male to share nice l bedroom apartment
close to UCF> $148 mo.= l/2 uttllties. Call
658-2578. otter 10 pm best.
l or2 roommafes to share nice 3 bedroom
townhouse 10 min. to UCF> $177 mo. =
$150 deposit 1/3 utilities. Cal Michelle or
Barry 273-6231.

=

Non-smoking roommate needed to share
3 bdrm. condo. Pool, tennis courts. own
room. 5 min. from UCF. $230 mo. = 1/3
utilities. Chancellors Row. call 277-6623

female seek co-ed for 3rd bedroom.
Share bath. Non-$moker only. Rent: $140/
mth. Deposit: $235. Call 678-6396.
OVeldo- Beauttful 3 bedroom home In

~:it:a~h~~~~~~~~~~~~I~
utilities. 365-1872.
-----------MOVE IN SPECIAL
Beautiful 2b-2bth apartments at Forest
Highlands Apt. Call 282-5657 for more In· formation.

evenings.

Matching 4-plece family room set. good
cond .• $120 080 call 658-2941.

Two roommates needed.
Nice house on Park Ave.• Winter Park 3
bed, 2 bath w/d yard. $250 = 1/3 utlllties.
Call Murat 281-5211. work, 647-3112.
home.

DUPLEX- Extra large units on Khayyam for 8
students. Great condition! Walk to UCF.
Low uftllties; Sl fDJ/mo. return. Nways
rented! Reduced to 101. 900 cash. Best
Buy! 876-3980.

UCF/MARTINAREA-assumableonlyS7800.
3bdrm .• l 1/2 bath. very clean. New roof,
fenced yd .• celling fans • and two sheds.
_ 273-1780.
KORG 8000 Keyboard synthesizer- excellent condltlonl $800.00obo. Call647-7197.
Yamaha DX7 $900 and Hobie Cat 18.
$2,900. Call Dave 658-6817 Days 679-8406
nights.
1987 ALPINE 7'ZZS w/aufo reverse. ALPINE
3516 l 00 watt po'NEJr amp. and 1wo PIONEER TS-X7 speakers. All components stll
under warranty. paid $950 will saaiflce
$275. Call Bonnie 9 to Spm Mon-Fri 6602730.
28 ft. mobile home. fully equipped. great
for college srudent. Nice park 5 min. from
UCF. $3700. Call 568-4786 or 568-5224.

IRREGULAR CYCLES?
FREE EVALUATION
HEALTHY WOMEN between 21 and 33
years old are needed to participate In a
study. Volunteers must have mensfrual
cycles that are less than 22 days or more
than 35 days apart.

Professional Word Processing

A free comprehensive evaluation Including blood hormone levels will be . per.formed on participants. Each participant
win also receive $150 at the conclusion of
thesfudy.

FAST TYPING SERVICE
Quick, professional service. Free revisions.
UCF's oldest typing firm. Same day and
weekend service. VISA & MASTERCARD.
over 18.300 satisfied students and 4
grouches.
671-3007

All Interested women call 423-8856 between 9:30 and 11 :30 am. Monday -Friday.
CRUISE SHIPS now hiring! Summer and
careeropporf\Jnlties. Excellent pay. World
Travel! Call (refundable) 1-518-459-3734
Ext. P3364B.
HIRING! Government Jobs- your area,
Sl5.CXXl- $68.000. Call (602) 838-8885 Ext.

!!!!.!~!~ ~iu111111111
Ray 275-2923 or 695-3037.

Is It true you can buy jeeps for $44 through
the U.S. government?
Get the facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142
ext.689.

FINANCIAL AID: For all types of sf\Jdents.
6.6 BILLION dollars went unused In 86. For
FREE Information "l 0Ways to Stretch your
Scholarship Chances· write Scholarship
Search. Inc. PO Box 2594, Winter Park. FL
32790-2594.

Can you buy jeeps. cars. 4x4's seized In
drug raids for under Sl 00.00? Cai for facts
today. 602-837-3401 Ext. 127.

li-\1 ~l!!~~!~~~ll
students needed to clean homes. Hours
1o flt schedule. Call 699-1636.
HELP WANTED- Warehouse help. 10 - 15
hours per week In Oviedo. 365-2600.

All types 0fstudentdocuments. Same day
service available. IBM letter quality word
processing.
Fast • Professional •Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600

*Student Discount*
Documents of any kind
DATA ENTRY EXCELLENCE
657-7724 (call for an appt.)
Winter Park-lnrned. off 1-4

Resumes and cClt/er letters Designed/
Revised/Typed- 65H1J79.
TYPING- Don't sacrifice the personal
touch! 21 years experience. Perfection
my specialty. Thesis expert. Call Susie. 2732300 days. 647-4451 eves.

•

RESUMES I TYPESETTING
Professional Lasertypesetting, many types
of documents. Fast rumaround. Klnko's
copies across from UCF. Open 7 days a
week. 658-9518.
Diversified Busl~ Services. Fast. Professlonalword processing.Reasonable.Letter
Quality. 273-1113. Proposals•Term Papers" Reports"Dlssertattons• Editing.

•

[ltt1illlll11111
Free Moring CL.AST. Math. Engllsh ~much
more. Call Srudent Academic Resource
Center 281-5130 or stop by PCl -102. Day
and evening hours.

Judy, Thanks for screwing us overl
Editor Dlnker

For a HOT classified call Tamm at 275-2601 ·
oco

THE20THSTUDENTSENATEREPORT
25th Session
June 5, 1988
MEASURES UNDER CONSIDERATION

Lori Dickes

A&SSeat#4
passed 14-Y, 3-N
Chris Warren
EngSeat#3
failed 6-Y, l 0-N

MEASURES VOTED ON AT THIS MEETING
BILLS
20-70 Funding for Wednesday Night Dances: This blll allocates $1050.00 for
Wednesday Night Dances for the rest of the fiscal year (OAF, passed 12-Y, 5-N)
RESOLUTIONS

20--28 Feoslblllty of Lottery Ticket Sales: This Resolution expresses the wish
desire to sale lottery tickets on campus (SPR.passed 12-Y. 4-N)
20-29 Regarding 0% Tuition Increases (Exec. passed l~Y)

C&O FUNDING
Did you know that your club or organization may be eligible for $250.00 In Office &Jpplles
and/or Advertisements for the next fiscal year? In addition, If your club will be attending
a conference or convention It may be eligible for up to $500.00 to coverreglstratlon fees.
Either way. stop by the student Government Offices, SC 155, and ask for a Clubs and
Organization Funds, or Travel Funds. Request Form.

OAF
C&O

WR
SPR
EA

SENATE MEETINGS
S1udents are Invited to attend all
Senate meetings, and to ·express
any ideas or problems that th·ey
feel the Senate should work on.
Senate meetings .ore held on
S~ndoys @6:00 In the University
Dining Room.

STUDENTS

.. Legislation In Com-nlttee Is Introduced by Senators. and Is not finalized until the full Senate votes.

SENATE .COMMITTEES

Confirmation Votes

'

BILLS
2CM 7 Establlshlng the 1988-89 Activity & Service Fee Budget: This blll allocates
1he proposed $1 A24.767 for next flscal year (A&SF, remains In OAF)
20-67 Revising StaMes 807: This clarifies when a person Is considered a paid
SG offlclal (White, remains In OAF)
20-68 Addendum Budget: This blll allocates $45,CXX) to the Senate Working
Fund (OAF, tabled)
20-71 Funding for Jazz Lab II: This bill aHocates $1,cm for services rendered
(Wendrzyk/Schmldt, assigned to OAF)

If you hove any comments, ques- tlons or concerns about the Senate Report, or any legislation,
please contact Dash Wendrzyk at
><2191 or in SC 151.

review and amend all Legislation before It Is brought for a hearing before the full Senate. The following
are descriptions of. and the time and day of the committee meetings:

Organizations, ApproprlaHons and Finance: This committee reviews all changes to the Rnance Code and any leglslatlon
requesting tundlng.
Tuesdays O 6:00 pm. In the Commons, Thursdays In the SWR
Clubs and OrganlzaHons: This coR'lmlttee decides whether a club receives tunds for Office Supplies/ Advertising or
Conference Registration.
Sundays O 5:00 p.m. In the Senate Work Room
Leglslatlve Judicial and Rules: This committee reviews leglslatoln to change the Constitution. statutes or Rules and
Procedures.
Tuesdays @ 5:00 p.m.ln the Senate Work Room
Services and Public RelaHons: This committee reviews all non-tundlng leglslatlon which deals with student Government
Services, as well as Local, state. and National Issues which directly relate to the students of UCF.
Wednesdays @ 4:30 p.m. In the Senate Work Room
8ecHons and Appointments: This committee reviews all student Government Appointments. and makes recommendations for changes tot he Election staMes.
Fridays O 11 :00 a.m. In the Senate Work Room

PR-Present (not enough information/unable to decide)

AB-Absfcln {conflict of interest)

Y-Yes

~No

Paid Adverltsement

"""
660
t;
(',I (',I.£;;

- co 0:: u.
ARTS & SCIENCES
p y y p
John Porter
p y - Kim DeVogel
OPEN SEAT
OPEN SEAT
p N y p
Dave Martinson
p N y p
Diana Matty
p y Np
Thomas Joseph
OPEN SEAT
p y y p
Scott Bowen
Luis Rodriguez
PY . NP
p y y p
Suzanne Loflin
BUSINESS
Dave Lawton
AYN P
p
Roger Dube
OPEN SEAT
MattKalicak
A - - A
Kim Mentlnk
RESIGNED
John Hughes
A - - A
Chris Toutiklan
A
- A
p y y p
Ted Price
p
- A
Sean Greene
EDUCATION
.p y y p
Fred Schmidt
OPEN SEAT
p y y p
Kelly Wiggins
OPEN SEAT
Scott Rau;ch
P N NP

...

..

ENGINEERING
Fernando Santos
Jamie Cox
OPEN SEAT
Keny Cleora
OPEN SEAT
OPEN SEAT
OPEN SEAT
HEALTH
Sharon Sammaro
Sytvlo Kelley
LIBERAL STUDIES
Jennifer O'Katy
Brad Griffith
AT-LARGE
Dash Wendrzyk
BREVARD
OPEN SEAT
DAYTONA
Bob Shafer
SOUTH ORLANDO
Michelle Romard
A-Absent

A - - A

A - - A
RESIGNED

,,
RESIGNED
A - - A

P-Present

p N y p
p Ny p
p N y p

A - - A

•

p y y p
l-late

E-Excused

•

Feature s~••••11a11it11'1t:i1t:•lr••"1t111J1tt•••,...1111111•1
Comedian Goldthwait freshens up act
legged tourists to eat dogs while the native Floridians
(those who have lived here for more than a year and
a half) watched and snickered viciously. For a moment even I wondered myself.
Because of past experience, I was reluctant to dole
Although happy that his material was original, I
out a tenth of my weekly salary to see Bob Goldth- did expect some new and improved attacks on
wait rehash the same old stuff I'd seen on HBO.
Sylvester Stallone and the release of his latest
To my delight and to the dismay of others, he Rambo movie (I've lost count of the sequel number)
didn't.
However, there was no Stallone-bashing this time
I had the feeling that a lot of people were there to around. As the story goes, Stallone threatened
see the same Bob Goldthwait that "AAked" and Goldthwait for his last diatribe, so now Goldthwait
spazzed his way through Police Academy, II-IV. has agreed to lay off. But doesn't that beautifully
What they got was something a lot more intelligent illustrate the brainless, Neanderthal behavior
and original.
Goldthwait accused him of in the first place?
Paul Koslowski was a perfect opener for GoldthOne of the highlights (and there were several) was
wait. Koslowski's humor wasn't as biting, but the Goldthwait's recount of a U2 concert he had seen
material was i~aginative and upbeat, and the deliv- recently.
ery was clever.
Wbile Bono was singing "Pride," Goldthwait was
He did some terrific impressions, including one of moved by the singer's reaching out to the audience,
a typical school film projector.
singing about peace, about Martin Luther King,
· But it was Goldthwait; who, from the moment a about fighting for decent values. He was so inspired
stage hand set out his six-pack of Tab until his exit, to see so many people responding to Bono and to what
commanded (and occasionally abused) the audience. he was saying that he was on the verge of tears.
Goldthwait's humor was energetic, caustic and most It was interesting that later on in the show, he
of the time, right on the money
parodied Bono singing "With or Without You," broodHis acid sarca.sm burned a hole in every topic he ing, posing with smoke included. The only thing
covered, from politics to homosexuality to the enter- missing was a front r ow of weeping teenage girls.
tainment industry.
Goldthwait is a cynic's comic, but he's not without
He slammed the commercialization of the arts sensitivity, although you might not think so if you
and remarked that one good thing about growing up were on the receiving end of one ofhis caustic spears,
in the seventies is that no one from that era would as were several hecklers that night. It's his sensitivever be asked to represent some product on a com- ity to issues that makes his sarcastic quips so poignmercial. He then enacted.the Sex Pistols endorsing a ant and hilarious.
major soft drink.
In reminiscing about the performance, I recall the
A good bit of his material was local. Not surpris- old fable "The Emperor's New Clothes." Bob Goldthingly he picked up on the idea that tourists here are wait would have been the boy to announce incredu·
lously that the emperor was completely nude.
about as popular as love bugs.
He then would have ripped into the whole king- Bob Goldthwait made serious satire of world
He joked that serving alligator in local restaurants
· was in actuality a cruel plot to get those poor, snowy- dom for having gone along with the ridiculous scam. events in his performance at Bob Carr.
by Suzonnoh Terry
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-Actors· club alive and kicking
New York Players Club celebrates 1OOth anniversary this year
by D.E. Della Costa
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Players Club. The mere
intonation of the name breeds
elegance; and no, it's not an
imported cigarette or a deck of
cards. Neither is it a pub or
eatery on Curry Ford Road but
rather a pre$tigious club for
male actors.
It is located in Gramercy
Park in New York City and
looks. like any other brownstone house on the block.
The Players Club was
founded in 1888 by Edwin
Booth, whose brother gained
notoriety when he shot President Abraham Lincoln. Both
brothers were noted
Shakespearian actors, who
followed in their father's footstens_

Camilla Wllldander/ CENTRAL R.ORIOA FUTURE

. LEMON DROPS
Lead singer, Paul Marsh, croons the crowd
Mighty Lemon Drops concert last week.

•

at Visage at the

Descendants of both brothers are now living in the
United States.
Nevertheless, more than a
legacy has been left behind by
these two gentlemen. A library
housing their private collection of theater books from that
era is located on the second
floor of the Players Club and is
availible for public use by
appointment only.
Today, the club is being
renovated to its original status
for the celebration of its 1 OOthy ear anniversary. Booth
started the club so that fellow
members of his trade could
elevate their social sta,iding
by ~gling with patrons of
the arts, with writers, musicians and representatives of

all the humanities that were
unaccessible to them under
normal conditions.
Nowadays, it is primarily a
male social club consisting of
975 members of English, Canadian and Ameri'can citizenship.
To enroll, a member must
be proposed and recommended
to the board of directors, and
· then three letters of recommendation must be submitted.
In all of the club's history,
just one person was turned
away. Orson Welles was
turned down for reasons of
conflicting intrest.
Affiliates have complete use
of the premisis, including the
game room, library, and eating
establishment. Social gatherings take place twice weekly.
Some are very posh with
members and guests in tuxedoes and formal gowns, while
other functions require less
formal attire.
Thus far, there have been
nine club presidents. Booth
served as the first one. Currently, Jose Ferrer holds that
position. Moreover, its membership list reads as a book of
who's who in show business,
with names such as Sir Lawrence Olivier, Jack Lemon and
Gregory Peck to mention a few.
Even though membership is
open to women, none have
applied However, they have
graced the mansion with their
presence many times over.
There is one famous actress
who still reigns supreme. A
lifesize photo of lier is in the
elevator to commemorate the

evening she got stuck in it. In
order for guests to find out who
she is, they must ride the lift.
Thafs part of the mystique of
this old converted home.
Booth had his own personal
quarters on the third floor.
There, visitors can view his
collection of memorabilia and ·
family photographs, including
one of his ill-famed brother.
Despite the fact that his
brother's photo still hangs
above his bed, Edwin never
allowed anyone to mention his
name. If they did, he simply
walked out of the room.
The club's furnishings were
done out of a labor of love.
Artists of the period contributed some of their works, and
the stained glass windows
were done by Tiffany himself.
Each member, past and present, has a pewter mug with his
nanie engraved on it, and
paintings of players in their ·
most popular roles adorn the
walls. On view is James Cagney in a navy uniform and
Booth
in
his
many
Shakespearian costumes.
For added enjoyment there
is a stage (but no dressing
rooms) for Sunday and Tuesday shows, plus a screen for
movies and a projection room.
Members have at their disposal a means of escape from
the hassles of being in the
public eye. Here they can enter
and exit unobtrusively for a
round of ping pong, a game of
pool, or a quiet fireside chat
with friends.
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Chaos, laughs combine in Big Business
representative.
ceives as high fashion.
· The second set of twins lives
When the wrong set of twins
CtNTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
in New York City, with is whisked away to the ultraTomlin's character feeling out chic hotel suite reserved for
Touchstone Films, a divi- of place in the city as Midler's the wealthy pair, southern
sion of Walt Disney Produc- thrives. Tomlin's characters, Rosie believes it to be an attions, appears to have yet both named Rosie (in a rather tempt at bribery and hilarianother hit on its hands with far-reaching coincidence) are ously confronts her enemies by
Big Business, a new release the true daughters of the coun- holding her hand and fingers
starring Bette Midler and Lily try couple, while Midler's while hissing in an imitation of
Tomlin.
twins, also both bearing the a snake when encountering
Midler and Tomlin make a same name Sadie, are the pair anyone she doesn't trust.
As mix-ups escalate befine comedy team in the film, belonging to a wealthy corpoportraying two pairs of identi- ration owner and his cold, tween the pairs, and, eventucal twins mixed at birth by a snobbish wife. Due to their ally, the individual twins, hoconfused nurse into two sets of innate differences, each set of tel employees, boyfriends and
the twins themselves become
twins endlessly bickers.
very unidentical twins.
The chaos intensifies when confused as to just who is who,
The first set is raised in the
deep south by backwoods par- southern Rosie is angered over the comedy gets wilder and
ents. They live a simple coun- northern Sadie's clandestine wilder.
The movie climaxes when
try life in a small company- plan to sell the rights to the
store town, amusing them- land in Rosie's hometown to the four women encounter
selves, and others, with activi- foreign interests for s~rip min- each other in a ladies' restroom
ties such as performing at the ing. The infuriated southern at the hotel, Midler's characlocal fair in a combination Rosie, accompanied by a sister · ters first thinking that her
singing, dancing and cow- more interested in seeing the twin is a reflection in themirbig city than saving her home- · ror since both had just purmilking act.
While Tomlin's character town, flies to New York to chased the same outfit at the
feels complacent in the unso- confront the corporate leaders, . hotel's boutique. This old bit
phisticated small town atmos- the northern twins. In a mar- was seen in a Marx brothers'
phere, Midler's does not. She velous mix-up at the airport, film more than 50 years ago
feels a strong pull towards the the chaffeur of the wealthy and is still great. The special
big city life, yearning for a twins mistakes the southern effects photography is genermore exciting way of life, em- twins for his employers, who ally very well done, barring a
barassingly attempting to are also in the airport to meet bit of fuzziness and dark lines
dress in a way that she per- the strip-mining interest's around the figures.
by Diane Wawrzaszek
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(407) 679-1838
Authentic Chinese Eatery
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Without being overtly obvious or too insulting, I believe there is a certain group·of people
who thrive on action-adventure movies.
These people often wear fatigue pants,
sleeveless T- shirts and closely cropped hair.
They seem to model themselves after Schwarzenegger. Sometimes they yell a lot in the
theater.
Then there is group of people like me, who
can't bear to watch half of the action scenes in
the movie. We are quiet in the movie theater
and generally do not admire or respect Schwarzenegger, until now.
I am convinced that Schwarzenegger fans
and non-fans alike will enjoy Red Heat, the new
adventure movie featuring the pairing of Arnold Schwarzenegger and James Belushi.
This may appear to be still another movie of
two cops in the city who learn about each other
and it is. Its plot is like that of 48 Hours, Colors
or Presidio, where a policeman is forced to take
on a new partner whom he strongly dislikes.
Directed by Walter Hill, the director of 48
Hours, the two movies share many similarities
in tone and character.
In Red Heat, Schwarzenegger plays Ivan
Danko, a Moscow detective who has been sent
on a mission to America. Belushi is Art Ridzik,
a corny Chicago policeman assigned to guard
Schwarzenegger.
Danko is on the rampage in Chicago chasing

after an escaped Soviet drug dealer. Ridzik
doesn't hit it off with Danko with due cause:
Danko isn't a likeable character.
The huµior and chemistry of the film stemming from the personality clashes and light
bantering between the two men keeps the
movie going.
Neither one seems much like an actor. Belushi acts like a comic and Schwarzenegger
doesn't act, but stands there.
.
Clea:r:ly, Schwarzenegger was picked for his
physique, not his personality, although much of
the audience's enjoyment comes from the chemistry that the actors share.
One of the best parts about the movie is
Belushi and his expressive reactions. Many of
the ·1aughs rely on the wit of Belushi facing the
steadfast stoicism of Schwarzenegger, who is
basically used as a scenic backdrop.
Adventure is the key to many people's enjoyment of this movie and there is plenty to share.
Enough people are shot at to spread action
throughout the movie·, from the opening scene,
which is a Russian's fantasy version of a Nautilus workout room, to the explosive end.
All of the action comes to a final climactic
showdown that will leave no one surprised. The
movie is incredibly predictable, but to some
Schwarzenegger fans, the more damage he inflicts, the louder they yell.
This is definitely a better than average ad- .
venture movie. There is a lot of blood. Lots of
action. The movie is predictable, but if you like
Belushi or Schwarzenegger, then you will find
this movie Red Hot.
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C ·A N

EAT
$3 - 9 9

(Includes Soup & Salad Bar)

r-:---------------,

I One Free Beverage or Soda with I
I any Combination Dinner or I
I
Buffet.
I
One Coupon Per Person
I
I
L ______________
_J
·expires 6-29-88
Suncrest Village Shopping Center 10169 University Boulevard
(at Dean Road) • Orlando, Florida 32817

For Delivery, Please Call FOOD EXPRESS at (407) 830-1144

·Red Heat hot stuff for Arnold fans
by Kristen Sweet
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THE HAIRSTYLISTS

g{pw Open
Pay for the service, not for the frill
Quality Family Hair Care at Affordable Prices
UNIVERSITY SHOPPES
12263 UnlversHy Blvd.
(Next to UC-6 Cinema)

HERNDON VILLAGE
5000 E. Colonial Dr.
(Next: to Dream Quarters)

380-9103

894-9250

·J.

No Appointment Necessary

·········my:·········
I ~~:~urs $4.50 ~~~:oo $450 I
I
I BLOWSTYLE
I COMPLETE
I ZOTOS

I WOMEN'S

~HILDREN'S

I
I

rs;••••••••4••········
PRECISION
•cuT&STYLE $6501BUDGET $15951

I includes shampoo,
I PERM
I finishing rinse &
IncIdes
blowstyle.
I
Hair cut a stvle
li
PERMS OUR SPECIALTY

I
I

••••••••••••••••••

•

From coloring and highlighting to custom designs
and perms, our commitment to excellence
guarantees you the finest techniques available .

...

·········Tz:·········
I FEELS SO
I LIVELY PERM

I
I

Selftlmlng perm
includes shampoo,
cut, set, or blow
dry style.

ZOTOS DESIGN
IFREEDOM PERM

I
I

$2150 Ilfabulous
From Hat to
$2750 I
Includes
. shampoo, cut
style.

1•

Regular $40

I

••••••••••••••••••••
THE HAIRSTYLISTS
UNIVERSITY SHOPPES
12263 University Blvd.
(Next to UC-6 Cinema)
380-9103

12269 University Boulevard (across from U.C.F.)

~------~-----------------------~

HERNDON VILLAGE

5COJ E. Colonial Dr.
(Next to Dream Quarters)
894-9250

NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
HRS: M-F 8:30 A.M. - 7:30 P.M.
SAT. 8:00 P.M. - 6:00 P.M., SUN. 12:00 P.M. - 5:00 P.M.
SUNDAY & H.OLIDAY PRICES SLIGHTLV HIGHER

•

•
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SAVE A LIFE ...
DONATE BLOOD TODAY m

+

Where are you now Bugs

AMERICAN RED CROSS

with the private detective.
The film takes place in the
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
1940' s, before commercialism
entered cartoons. This was
Times have really changed. when cartoons were pure
Granted, that's a cliche, but amusement and not used to
sell toys.
nonetheless, it's true.
There are, however, a
There are many young children today that are growing up couple of good cartoons out
on G.I. Joe, or The Transform- there still. I for one am a deers. The heroes of these young vout fan of Jem and the Holopeople are people like Rambo grams and watch Alvin and
the Chipmunks whenever I get
and the Terminator. ·
a chance.
It's not a healthy picture.
There seems to be someI'm going to let that sit in
your mind for a few minutes. thing missing from todays carWhile you're mulling it over, toons. It seems that there's no
let me take you back in time. innocence anymore.
Does anyone watch Bugs
Back to an age where Bugs
Bunny? Not the "new" Bugs
Bunny ruled.
This all began when I Bunny where the comedy is so
walked out of the theater after tame one might begin to think
watching the new film Who they were watching an episode
Framed Roger Rabbit~, a won- of Three's Company .. The old
derful movie that has live ac- Bugs Bunny had all the chemtion and animated actors istry. Slapstick was only a part
interacting on the screen. The of the act.
Bugs and friends made serifilm deals with the escapades
of a private detective and his ous comment about the state of
dilema in trying to find the things in that time period.
murderer ofa corporate execu- Many of the jokes that were
told in those early cartoons
tive. ·
Roger Rabbit is framed for were not understood until they
the killing and seeks refuge were viewed many years later.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---1 byLoganB~le

Freshman students to participate in a study
to teach accelerated learning skills and improve academic performance. James Rini, a
doctoral student with the University of Florida, is conducting the workshop along with
Dr. Bollet in the Counselor Education Program. If interested or you want more information, call James Rini at 677-0507 and leave
your name and number. THANKS!
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"Speci~lists

In-Cutting Hair."

1349 HOWELL BRANCH RD., WINTER PARK, FL 32789
(Next to 7-Eleven opposite Greatbodies)

(407) 647-4494

W~ CARRY M€l\lS PRODUCTS
Ad u It ......................•....... $ 8. O O
Child ......... .'.................... $5.00

Mon .-Fri. ....................... 9 to 8
Saturday ....................... 9 to 7
Sunday ......................... 1 2 to 5

That's an added bonus. Not
only do we get to enjoy these
classic treasures when we're
young, but we find something
new in them when we watch
them now. That's what makes
them so timeless.
The trouble is trying to get
the younger generation to pay
more attention to these older
cartoons.
But, as with many other
things, people tend to ignore
the older material for lack of
innovation. ·
Admittedly, there has been
innovation in the cartoons of
the 'SO's. Most of the animation of todays popular cartoons
is done in Japan. How many of
you remember Speed Racer or
Battle of the Planets ? These
were Japanese in origin, but
were later adapted and
dubbed over to fit American
audiences:
Japan has been innovative
in the "manufacturing" of todays cartoons. Manufacturing
is a good term for it. Cartoons
aren't created anymore. They
seem to be mass produced f:9 fit
SEE CARTOONS PAGE 12

If You re·Boozin
Don·t Go Cruisin·
1

if,i1fll
ADVANCED TRAINED HAIRSTYLISTS
GUARANTEED 110% SATISFACTION

.

1

r-------------------,
SAVE20%

United
Parc,el
Service

I

On complete pairs of contact lenses or eyeglasses at

~

I

Part-Time Positions Available .

WIW EYECARE CENTER
Present this coupon and Student
I.D. when your order
is placed.

:1

·

I
I
Eye Exams I
on the premesis I
by an independent I
Optometrist. I
Not Valid With Other Offers.
Expires 6ll9188 I

(University Blvd. at Dean Rd.,'next to Publix)
Mon.-Fri.: 10-7 • Closed Sun. for summer months

Work shifts begi.n a~ 4:30 a.m., 5:30
p.m. or 11.:00 p.m.~ Monday through
Friday workweek. 3 to 5 h~urs per day.

Please sign up for an intervieW in
the Career Resource Center,
ADM Suite 124.
.

I
I

L~!..5~!~~~~v_!~~~~~~~~~~J

United Parcel Service will
be accepting applications for
part-time loaders and unloaders.
El}Ccellent Pay - $8.00 an hour.

.

UPS is an equal opportunity employer.
•

11

657-4462

~VITAMIN~~
Sa
dn
. ft&~
. Br
-a

Body Building Nutrients • Amino Acids • Herbs
Meat Substitutes • Grain Breads • Legumes
Dried Fruits • Raw Nuts • Wh9le Grains

MAKE US YOUR
HEAL TH FOOD STORE
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CARTOONS
FROM PAGE 11

·t he needs of the major corporate powers. Does this .sound
like a creative process?
Maybe there isn't enough
education in the Saturday
morning cartoon binge. I'm
sure none can forget the classic
ABC Schoolhouse Rock ..
Those were the little three
minute blurbs between shows
that actually taught you something. Songs like: I'm Just a
Bill which taught you how a
bill becomes a law, or the
classic Conjunction Junction,
which showed kids what a conj unction · was, or the
informative We the People,
which. put a melody to one of
the most important documents of our time.
This is where kids learned
things, but didn't even realize
it because they were having

too much fun.
. The point is that even ·
though there is some good
mass produced material in the
cartoon world, the actual content has gone down the drain.
I
There is no more satire in cartoons.
I
That is the primary reason
that Who Framed Roger Rabbit? is so enjoyable. It makes a
point without really trying. It !-----------------~----'---------~
is saying something about
today's cartoons.
So, aside from going out and
seeing this movie, what's the
solution?
Rather than try and come
up with something new to fit
these needs, it would be beneficial for the kids of today to
actually sit down and watch ·
old Warner Bros. cartoons and
see if they enjoy it.
Take them back to the age
where a kid could understand
WE HONOR ALL COMPETITOR'S COUPQNS!
the state of the world at that
time by watching D~ Duck.

FRIENDS
DON'T LET
FRIENDS

DRIVE DRUNK

.COST CUTTERS®

Su.n.crest Village
University Blvd.& Dean Rd.
679-6766 ,

15% DISCOUNT

. One out of ten
women will develop ·
breast cancer!

"I know.
I was that one in ten.
And mammography
helped save my life'.'
Debra Strauss

• With Student, Staff or Facrilty I.D.
•Not valid with any other offer

S E R V I N G L U ·N C H A N D D I N N E R .
10·1 45 University Blvd.• Orlando, FL 32817
(Corner of Dean Rd. + University)

679-5800
...---------MONDAY--------COMEDY NIGHT• 25¢ BEERS• 9-11

Thanks to mammography, a
fast and simplex-ray technique,
breast cancer can now be
detected at its earliest stagewhile it is still highly curable.
If you're over 35, the American
Cancer Society urges you to
please call your doctor for
an appointment.

Years of Ulel

Joilm

TUESDAY
BAN·D •ALL YOU CAN EAT & DRINK $7.00
(WITH STUDENT 1.D.)
WEDNESDAY
LADIES NIGH"T •FREE CHAMPAGNE • 8-12

LIVE MUSIC TUES.-SAT.
• June 22, 28, 29
MATTUCK INTERNA TIONAL
(Reggae)
• June ~3, 24, 25
SHADES OF GREY• June 27
AGIT POP
• June 30, July 1, 2
HEART ATTACK DINER

r:----------;,

r~:

!$2.00!
I

I

I PITCHER I
I
I

(LIMIT 1 PER CUSTOMER)

expires 7-6-88

I
I

L----------..1

